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There being nothing in the mental body corre-
sponding to the redistribution of the astral matter, a man
does not pass through the successive stages or regions of
the heaven-world one after another as is done in the
astral world, but is drawn to the level which corresponds
most closely to the degree of his development, and spends
his whole life there in the mental body.
The dominant characteristic of the lowest or seventh
subdivision is unselfish family affection, all selfish tinges
being required to be worked out on the astral plane. The
sixth has the characteristic of anthropomorphic religious
devotion, while the fifth has that of devotion expressing
itself in work of some sort. All the above three subdivisions
are concerned with the working of devotion to personalities,
either to family, friend or personal deity.
The fourth section has for its dominant note the
wider devotion to humanity, which includes activities
connected with unselfish pursuit of spiritual knowledge,
high philosophy or scientific thought, unselfish literary or
artistic ability, and service for the love of service.
At the end of the heaven-life, which lasts for
different periods as explained in Chapter IV, the mental
body in its turn drops away as the others have done,
and the man's life in the causal body begins.
Q. What happens to the man in the higher heaven—the
three higher sitbplanes of the mental world—in his causal
body at the end of his heaven-life in the lower mental
world ?
Ans. All the mental faculties which express themselves
on the lower levels are drawn into the causal body with
all the germs of passional life which were drawn into the
mental body from the astral at the time of leaving the
astral shell, and the Thinker having finished a round of

